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Introduction
This is a continuation of our first paper [6]. In this paper we shall study
the linear mappings S
σ
 in our paper [6].
In section 6 we study subrepresentations of a representation of a compact
Lie group G with respect to its closed subgroup K. We introduce certain
constants associated to a representation of G which describe some intertwining
homomorphisms. And under certain conditions, called (P^ and (P2)> we
prove some properties of these constants, which play important roles for the
study of the linear mappings S
σ
.
In section 7 we consider an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra (g, σ), and
study a 3-dimensional subalgebra of g as well as its representation induced
from that of g. The results in section 6 and 7 will be used in the later com-
putations.
In section 8 we study minimally imbedded symmetric i?-spaces into spheres.
It is shown that in these cases the Jacobi differential operator S reduces to
Casimir operators (Proposition 8.3.1).
In section 9 we recall some basic results on representations of the special
orthogonal group 50(^+1), and study in detail certain representations of the
group SO(n-\-l). It is shown that the properties (P2) and (P2) are satisfied in
the cases where immersed manifolds are spheres.
In the forthcoming paper III, applying the results in sections 6, 7 and 9, we
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shall study on the spectra of the Jacobi differential operator S for the minimally
immersed spheres.
We shall denote by [I] our first paper [6] for short, and retain the definitions
and notation in [I].
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor M.
Takeuchi and Professor S. Murakami for their valuable suggestions and encour-
agements.
6. Subrepresentations
6.1. Let H be a Lie group. Let p:H->GL{V) and σ:H->GL(W) be
complex representations of H. We denote by K* (resp. by W*) the dual space
of F(resp. of W). The dual spaces V* and W* are ϋf-modules by the contragra-
dient representations p*: H->GL(V*) and σ*: H->GL(W*). For a linear
mapping/: V->W> we define a subspace V*f of V* by V*f=
tf(W*)9 where *f is
the transposed mapping of/. Let Hom(Fr,W) be the vector space of all linear
mappings of V to W. We identify Hom(V,W) with V*®W in a canonical
manner.
The following two lemmas are obtained easily.
Lemma 6.1.1. If a linear mapping f: V^>W is an H-homomorphίsm, so is
</: W*-+ V*.
Lemma 6.12. (1) A linear mapping f: V->W is an H-homomorphίsm, if
and only if (p*®σ)(vήf^ffor every Λ:GG,
(2) If W is an irreducible H-module and if f: V-^W is a non-trivial H-
homomorphism, then *f: W*-*V*f is an H-isomorphism.
6.2. In the rest of this section we assume the followings. Let G be a
compact connected Lie group and K a closed subgroup of G. The Lie algebra
g, the inner product ( , ) on g, and the subspaces I and p of Q are the same
as in subsection 2.1 of [I]. We also denote by < , > the Hermitian inner pro-
duct on gc, which is the extension of the inner product < , > on g. Then gc is
a unitary G-module via the adjoint action of G. We denote by ( , ) the
symmetric bilinear form on gc, which is the C-bilinear extension of the inner
product < , ) on g, In this paper we will not distinguish G-modules and
representations of G.
Let X: G->GL(W) be a unitary representation of G (not necessarily ir-
reducible), and W=W1+W2-\ \-Wh 3. direct sum decomposition into ir-
reducible components as i^-modules. If any pair W{, Wj of the components
with ίΦ/ are not ^-isomorphic, we say that X has the property (Pi).
Let U and V be complex vector spaces. We define a equivalence relation
~ in Hom([/>F') as follows: For/,
 <g
fGHom(ί7^),/^<§p, if there exists a complex
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number c such that |^| = 1 and that g=cf. We denote by [/] the equivalence
class to which/belongs, and by [Hom(U,V)] the set of all -^-equivalence classes
of Hom(E/,7).
Let V and W be irreducible unitary i£-modules and p: G->GL(W) a
unitary representation of G with the property (P
λ
). We define pF/ F/G[Hom
(if®V'9W')]3a follows:
(1) The case where both V and W are contained in the representation
p\K, the restriction of p to K(NLore precisely each one is isomorphic to a K-
submodule of W, regarding W a^s a i^-module via p\κ)' Let W=W1-\-W2-\-*"Jr
Wh be a direct sum decomposition into irreducible components as i£-modules.
Let /•: V'->Wi and /,-: W'-+Wj be unitary /^-isomorphisms. We define a
linear mapping/: QC®V'-+W by
f{X®v) = f-Jl({dp{X)fi{v)y) for Z E 9 c a n d z ; G F ' ,
where (dρ(X)fi(v)y denotes the PFy-component of dρ(X)fi(v) with respect to
the above direct sum decomposition of W. We define pF/ /^ by P^',^'—[/]•
(2) Otherwise: We define /v/^ by p
v
\w/=\^\'
REMARK 6.2.1. Suppose that both V and W are contained in the repre-
sentation pitf. Then for every / ' €ΞpV'W' there exist unitary /^isomorphisms
fί:V'-+Wi and f'jiW'^Wj such that f(X®v)=ffj1((dp(X)f/i(v)y) for
and D G F , The above fact is evident by the definition of ρV'tW'.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let φ:K-+GL(V) and ψ: K->GL(W) be irreducible
unitary representations, and p: G-+GL(W) be a unitary representation of G with
the property (Pj). Then we have for every f G ρ
γ
t
 w
r
fo(Ad®φ)(k) = ψ(k)of forkEiK.
Proof. (1) The case where both V and W are contained in the represen-
tation p\K: Let W=Wι-\"W2-\ \-Wh be a direct sum decomposition into
irreducible components as ίΓ-modules. By Remark 6.2.1 there exist unitary
^-isomorphisms /•: V'-*Wi and f, : W'->Wj such that f(X®v)=fj1((dp(X)fi
(v))J) for Z G 8 C and v GΞ V. Hence
f((Ad®φ) (k) (X®v)) =f
= fj\{(p(k)dp(X)p(k-ί))(p(k)fi(v))V)
= ψ(k)f(X®v).
(2) Otherwise: Since/—0, the statement is evident. Q.E.D.
We denote by ϊc(resp. by pc) the complex subspace of gc generated by
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ϊ(resp. by p). These spaces ΐc and pc are unitary K-submodules of Qc with
the adjoint inaction.
Lemma 6.2.2. Under the assumptions of the above lemma, for every / e
p
v
,fW, the linear mappings f: lc®V'-+Wf and f: pc®V'->W' induced from f are
K-homomorphίsms.
Proof. We have the lemma by the proof of the above lemma. Q.E.D.
Let V and W be irreducible unitary i£-modules and ρ:G->GL{W) a
unitary representation of G with the property (P^. We define py'^'(i), Pv'w'(P)e
[Hom(gc®F',TF/)] as follows: Take an element / G p 7 / ^ . Let ff and fp be
the linear mappings of Qc® V to W defined by
fp\f®V = 0 , /pIp^W' =f\paQV
We define p7/ ^/(ϊ) (resp. /v>iF'(t>)) by py fir/(I)==[/|] ( r e s P bY Pv',w'{P)=[fp])
Then we have
Lemma 6.2.3. (1) If V is not K-isomorphic to W, we have
Pv'.W — Pv'.w'QP)
(2) Under the same assumption of (1), if moreover the K-module pc®V does
not contain W, then we have
Pv'.w' = [0]
(3) If the K-module pc® V does not contain V\ we have
Pv'.v = Pv'yΦ) -
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statements when both V and W are
contained in the representation p{κ. Let W=W1+W2-\- \~Wh be a direct
sum decomposition into irreducible components as ^-modules. Let/ t : V'-^-Wi
and/ ; : W->Wj be unitary i^-isomorphisms. We define f^pvsws by
f(X®v) =fj1((dp(X)fi(v)Y) for
(1) If I 6 F , then dp{X)fi{v) is contained in W, for υ^V. Hence
f(X®v) = fj\(dp{X)fi{v))j) = 0 for Z E Ϊ C and v£ΞVf .
Therefore we have/=/p, and hence we have p
γ
r
 W'—Pv' w'(P)>
(2) It follows from Lemma 6.2.2 and Schur's lemma that f(pc® V')= {0}.
Therefore we have/=0, and obtain the assertion.
(3) It follows from Lemma 6.2.2 and Schur's lemma that f($c® V')= {0}
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Therefore we have/=/
r
 Q.E.D.
Let V and W be irreducible unitary i£-modules. The Hermitian inner
products on gc, V and W induce a natural Hermitian inner product on Horn
{Qc®V',W')y identifying YLoMg®V\W') with (gc)*®(F')*(g)W. We denote
by < , > this Hermitian inner product on Hom(gc® V',W). For [/]. Q>]e
[Hom(gc®F/,l^/)]) we define a real number ([/],[£]) by
(6.2.1) ([/]>[£])= !</,£> I-
6.3. Throughout this subsection we assume the followings. Let p: G->
GL(V) and X: G—>GL(W) be unitary representations of G with the property
(Pi). We define a linear mapping L(%, p) of PF®F as in subsection 5.2 of
[I]. Then we have
(6.3.1) L(X, p) ((W®V)0)c:(W®V)o,
where (W®V)0= {u(=W®V; (X®p)(k)u=u for k(ΞK}. We decompose V
and W into a vector space direct sum with the following properties:
(a) V=V1+V2-\ \-Vk> W=W1+W2-\ \-Wm9
here each FA(resp. Wj) is an irreducible K-module.
(b) There exists a non-negative integer d(d^k) with the following two
properties:
(1) If h^d, Vh is i£-isomorphic to Wh.
(2) If d<,h, Wh is not i^-isomorphic to any Vj.
For h^d, let ah: Vh->Wh be a unitary i£-isomorphism. We choose an ortho-
normal basis {υh;1, ~,vh;n(h)} (resp. {wjiU —, wy ; ί 0 )}) of FA(resp. of PΓy) such
that ah(vh-a)=wh;<&{h^d). Let {wy;1*, •••, a;y ;ί(y>*} be the basis of W* dual
to {tVj iy '",Wj;p(j)}' In the followings we assume that d^l. Then
is a basis of (W*®V)0. By (6.3.1) we define complex numbers c(X*, p)\ by
d
I n particular if X ^ p , we choose the identity mapping of Vh as ahy h=l, 2, •••, k.
nCA)
Then {ωh=^Όh;Λ*®vh;Λ; h=l, 2, •••, ^} is independent of the choice of an
05 = 1
orthonormal basis of F
Λ
. We denote c(p*, p)y
Λ
 by c(p)y*. Let {ElyE2, - \En+p}
be an orthonormal basis of g. Put
(6.3.3) ^ ( ; K ΣSί
y=iβ=i
and
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(6.3.4) ^(£> !,, = Σ
t=i 8=1
We have
L e m m a 6.3.1. The following equality holds for h—1,2, ••-,*/:
' - -" *'"" »,"- ^ otherwise,
where Biti% is the complex conjugate of 2?,Jέ. Therefore each c(p)jh is a non-negative
real number.
Proof. By the definitions of L(%*, p) and ωh, we have
n + p »CA)
L(X*, p)ωh = ( Σ dX^E^dpiEj)) ( Σ wΛ, β*®w4. β)
ί = l Λ = l
* »cy) m κ o « + ^ »CA) _
— Ϋ
1
 T 1 V V ΓY1 Y1 A ίβR t8\7D ,*6d7)
— Z J Z-I Z-I Z J I Z J -Z-I Ή-i ka Di hajWf δ W^y β
/ = l β = l ί = l j = l ί = l Λ = l
Comparing the above equality with the right hand side of (6.3.2), we obtain
(6.3.5). Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.3.2. We have
c(X*, p)\ dim F y = ? ( % * , p)hj dim Vh for h,j=l,2> ---yd,
where c(%*, p)hj is the complex conjugate of c(X*, ρ)hj.
Proof. By (6.3.5) we have
nCD n + Pnthϊ _
1
 β = l i = l Λ = l '
Since p and X are unitary representations, we have
c(X\ p)\ dim Vj = '_ .
β -1 ί - 1
= <f(X*,
 P ) A y dim F , . Q.E.D.
Let {Fi,^,---,^} and { ί 1 ^ ^ , ~'jF'
n
} be bases of ϊ)c with the property
(Fi9F'j) = Sij9 i,j=l,2,-,n. Let {Fn+l9Fn+2ί.-,FΛ+p} and { F ^ , , ^ ^ , •-",
F'M+/,} be bases of ϊ c with the property (Fi,F'j)=δij, i.j^n+l^n+Z, "-,n+p.
We define linear mappings L(X,ρ)t and L(Xyρ)^ of fF(g)F as follows:
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Then this linear mapping L(Xyp)t(resp. L(Xyp)^) is independent of the choice
of bases of ϊc(resp. of pc) with the above property by the same reason as for
L(X,ρ). Since p c is orthogonal to ϊ c with respect to the bilinear form ( , )
on gc, we have
(6.3.6) L(X, p) = L(X, p),+L(%, p)p .
Lemma 6.3.3. We have for
(X®p) (k)oL(X,
 P)t = L(X, p)f(X®P) (k),
{X®p) (k)oL(X, p\ = L(X, p
Therefore the linear mappings L(%, p), and L(X, p)p of W®V leave {W®V)0
invariant.
Proof. We have for k<=K
(X®p)(k)oL(X,p)t
=
 !
Σ
ί
dX{Ad{k)Fi)®dp{Ad{k)F',)o{X®p) (k).
i = n + 1
Since the bilinear form ( , ) on gc is ^4rf(G)-invariant, we have
ΈSdX(Ad(k)Fi)®dp(Ad(k)F'i) = L(%, p)f.I = « + 1
Thus we obtain the first equality. The second equality is obtained in the same
way. Q.E.D.
By the above lemma we define complex numbers c(X*,p t)jh and £(%*, p p)jh
by
(6.3.7)
We denote by c(p; tyh (resp. by c{p; pyk) c{p*, p; ϊ )^ (resp. c(p*, p;p)Jh). Let
σft be the irreducible representation p: K^-GL{Vh) induced from p, and c<Th
the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator C
σ/ι of σA, A=l,2, •••, A. Then we have
the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.4.
(1) c(X*,pyk=c(X*,p;tyh+c(X*,p;pyh forj,h=ί,2,-,d.
(2) c(X*,Pyh=c(X*,p:p)'h for j,h=l,2,-,d with j
(3) c{p;ί)\=~c
σh forh=l,2, .,k.
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Proof. (1) We have the equality by (6.3.2), (6.3.6) and (6.3.7).
(2) Take an orthonormal basis {Ely -"yEn+p} of g such that {Ely ••-,£'„}
(resp. {E
n+ly - *,En+p}) is an orthonomal basis of p(resp. of ϊ). Then for β=
1,2, •••,#(/), we have the followings in the same way as in (6.3.5):
(6.3.8)
Therefore we have ίoτ j,h=\,2, ,d with j φ h
Hence we obtain the desired equality by (1).
(3) Let {Ely yEn+p} be the orthonormal basis of g in the proof of (2).
n + p
Since C
σ
 =2l dp(E{)dp(Ei) and since σh is a unitary representation, we have
i = n +1
by (6.3.8)
(Σ Σ
i=n+lβ=l
Q.E.D.
Let V and W be irreducible unitary i^-modules. We define a subspace
V\p\W) of fgc)*®(F/)* by V\p\ ]¥')=*f((W')*)y taking an element / e
Pv',w' We denote by < , > the Hermitian inner product on (gc)*®(F')*
induced from the Hermitian inner products on gc and V. Then (gc)*®(F /)* is
a unitary i^-module.
Proposition 6.3.5. Let U', V and W be irreducible unitary K-modules.
If U' is not K-isomorphic to W3 then the subspace V\ρ U') is orthogonal to V'(X
W).
Proof. If XV,W,=[Q] or pyfff'=[0], the statement is evident. Suppose
that %7/fTΓ/, pY' f//φ[O]. Then it follows from Lemma 6.2.1 and (2) of Lemma
6.1.2 that V\X W) (resp. V'(p; U')) is i^-isomorphic to (PF)*(resp. (U')*).
Hence the irreducible i^ Γ-module V'(p U') is not i£-isomorphic to the irreducible
i£-module V'(X;W). Therefore we obtain the proposition by the i£-invariance
of the Hermitian inner product on (gc)*®(F')*. Q.E.D.
Proposition 6.3.6. Suppose that an irreducible unitary K-module V'iresp.
W) is K-ismorphic to V
λ
(resp. to Vh). Let {wu w2, •••, wn(h)} be an orthonormal
basis of W and {wfywfy ~-ywn(h)*} its dual basis of (W)*. Then we have for
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f^Pv'.W
« = 1,2, - , «(A).
// V'(p; W')Φ{0}, {'/(»!*), '/(«**)> -,'/(«.(»,*)} « β»
 0r*%07*α/ fam o/ V
(p W).
Proof. Let /
:
: V'->V
λ
 and fh: W'->Vh be unitary ΛΓ-isomorphisms with
the following property (Remark 6.2.1):
f(X®v) =fk-\(dp(X)fl(v))k) for l G 9 c a n d ^ G F .
Let {VJ ;ijVj;2j "jVj;«(/)} be an orthonormal basis of Vj(j=lf2y •••,&) such that
fhfac^—Vh cύy ct=l>2y"'yn(h). Choose the orthonormal basis { i^,^ 2>**'>^»(i)} of
F ' such t h a t / 1 ( © Λ ) = ί ; 1 ; β , α = l , 2 , ,if(l), and let {^i*, 2^*> # ,^«ω*} be its dual
basis of (V)*. By (6.3.3) we have
( 3 = 1
Hence
where {EΊ*,^*? # >^ n+/>*} is the basis of g* dual to the orthonormal basis {E
u
E2)"'yEn+p}. Therefore we have by (6.3.5)
n + p nCΌnCΌ _
(6.3.9) <'/(«**)> '/(»»*)> = Σ Σ i i / . f M ί .
c(p)\, if/?=γ,
0, i
If F'(p; IΓ')Φ {0}, (6.3.9) shows that {'f(w*), '/(w2*), •",'/(«>.<*>•)} is an ortho-
gonal basis of V'(p W'). Q.E.D.
Proposition 6.3.7. Let V and W be irreducible unitary K-modules.
(a) The case where both V and W are contained in the representations
p
ίκ
 and X
ίκ
: Suppose that V
x
(resp. Vh) is K-isomorphic to V'(resp. W). Then
we have
(Pv'.w, *v>,w>) = \c(X*, p)\\ dim W ,
(Pv>.
w
>(t), Xy,W'{l)) = \c(X*, p; f)M dim W ,
(Pv',w(P)>xv'MP))= \c(X*,p;p)\\ dim W.
(b) Otherwise: We have
{pv',w'y xv',w) = 0
Proof, (a) Let {E1,E2> ,En+1} be the orthonormal basis of Q in the proof
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of Lemma 6.3.4. Let /
x
: V'->VX and/A: W'->Vh be unitary ./^-isomorphisms.
Put gι=a1of1 and gh=^h°fh' Choose an orthonormal basis {vlyv2i * ,^ »(i)} (resp.
{wlyw2,'--,wn(h)}) of F(resp. of W) such that/ 1 (^)=^ i ; Λ (resp./ Λ (^)=z; A ; β ) .
We define an element of/ep7/>ίF/(resp. g^Xv^wή by f(X®v)=fh~\(dp(X)f1
(ϋ))*)(resp. by ^ Θ ^ ^ Γ X W - X ) ? ! ^ ) ) * ) f o r ' ^ ^ 9 C a n d VΪΞV1. Then we
have by (6.3.3) and (6.3.4)
Σ
»Ci)
Σ
g
πCA) » + ί fiCl)
= Σ Σ Σ £ ; ίϊB,*®c.
Let/j, /p, ^ j and ^p be those in subsection 6.2. Then we have
Therefore we have by (6.2.1) and (6.3.5)
(pv.π',Xr'.w)= \<f,g>\ = I Σ Σ X
= \c(X*,p)\\dimW.
Applying (6.3.8), we obtain the other two equalities.
(b) Since pV'tW'—[0] o r ^7/,PΓ/=::[0]> the statement is evident. Q.E.D.
We denote by Cp the Casimir operator of the representation p of G. Then
we have
p(k)oCp = Cpop(k) for
Therefore it follows from the property (P^ and Schur's lemma that there exist
complex numbers c(p)h,h=l,2, -,k, such that Cp{Vh=c(ρ)hlVh. Here Cp[Vfι is
the restriction of Cp to Vh. Then we have
Proposition 6.3.8.
(6.3.10) c{p)h = -±c{pfh A = 1 , 2 , - . . , A.
Proof. We have by (6.3.3) and (6.3.5)
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; a) = Σ * < W ) {dp{E,)vh. „)
n + p k nCD «C
]2
This proves (6.3.10). Q.E.D.
Let {E
u
E2,- ',Eq,Xλ,X_λ; λGΛ} be a basis of gc with the following pro-
perty: Put e
λ
=^=(X
λ
+X.
λ
) and f
λ
=^γ{X
λ
-X_
λ
). Then {El9E2,-,
Eqyeλyfλ; λGΛ} is an orthonormal basis of Q. Put
Λ
 = Σ Σ C± λ βϋy p ,i = l j3 = l
and
<βC(XfcAKίγ = j
Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.3.9. (a) We have for h= 1,2, , d
ί = 1 Ob = 1 λ € Ξ Λ Ob = 1
(t(X*, p);Ά, if jtS d, t=j and δ = β,
(0, otherwise.
(b) &!£?<** ίAαί {El9E2,-9Er,eλ9fλ; λ E Λ j (m^>. {Er+1, £r+2,-,Eqyeλ,fλ;
λ E Λ 2 } ) w αw orthonormal basis oft(resp. ofp). Then we have for h,j=l,2, ~-,d
r «CA) _ »CA) _ _
= Σ Σ c, {&,,£+ Σ Σ (c
λ
 βD
λ
 tf+c_» iZD-i iί),
= Σ Σ c, J£D,j&+ Σ Σ (cA ODi
ί = r + lΛ = l λ ε Δ 2 o i = l
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Proof, (a) We have by the definition of C{β, C±κίl, D{β and D±KH
L(X*, p)ωh = φdX*{Ei)®dp{E{)+
Z,,ta*®vkt„)
Σ Σ Σ Σ ί&Di VL+
Σ Σ {\ (C
λ
β+c.kβ) φλ β
eΔα> = i £
•1 (CKL-C^β) (Dκli-D_κίl)})wt,
k m nCj) pCQ Q n(fϊ) _
= Σ Σ Σ Σ {Σ Σ C βDil
Σ
V Ί (ΓΛ jβTΛ ίδ I Γ^
Comparing the above equality with the right hand side of (6.3.2), we obtain
(6.3.11).
(b) We obtain the equalities in the similar way to above. Q.E.D.
6.4. We say that the pair (G,K) has the property (P2)> if the following
condition is satisfied: Let V be an arbitrary irreducible i£-module and pc® V'=
UΊ+U2-\ \-Uh a direct sum decomposition into irreducible components as
i£-modules. Then any pair Uh Uj of the components with iφj are not i£-iso-
morphic.
Lemma 6.4.1. Suppose that the pair (G,K) has the property (P2). Let
V and W be irreducible unitary K-modules. Then there exists a K-homomorphism
f
o
:pc®Vf->W with the following property: For every K-homomorphism f:pc®
V'->W there exists a complex number c€ΞC such that fz=cf0. Moreover if the
K-module pc®V contains the K-module W, We may choose f0 in such a way
that </0, foy = dim W. Here < , > denotes the Hermίtίan inner product on
Hom(pc®V',W) induced from the Hermitian inner products on pc, V and W.
Proof. When the ^-module pc®V does not contain W\ any J^-homomor-
phism of pc®V to W is trivial. So the first statement is evident. Suppose
that the -SΓ-module pc®V contains W. In the decomposition pc®V'=U1+
U2-\ \-Uhy we may assume that U1 is i£-isomorphic to W. Let g: U^-^W
be a unitary ^-isomorphism. Choose an orthonormal basis {u
u
u2,- ,uk} (resp.
{wlyw2, ••-,wk})oϊ C/^resp . of W) s u c h t h a t g(u*)=wΛy a=l,2, -- yk. L e t {uly •••,
uk,uk+1, - ,um} be an orthonormal basis of pc®V and {wi*,w2*, •••,#«*} its dual
basis of (pc)*®(V)*. By the property (P2), for every i£-homomorphism
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/ : pc®V'-*W' there exists a complex number c^C such that
f=c±u
a 'a ^
If we p u t / 0 = Σ uΛ*®wΛ, we have </0,/0>=dim W. Q.E.D.
£0 = 1
Suppose that the pair (G,K) has the property (P2). Let V and W be
irreducible unitary i£-modules. Then we extend / 0 in Lemma 6.4.1 to a K-
homomorphism of QC®V to W, which is also denoted by f0} by defining as
Proposition 6.4.2. Suppose that the pair (G, K) has the property (P2).
Let V and W be irreducible unitary K-modules.
(1) Let p: G-^GL(V) be a unitary representation of G with the property
(P
x
). Then there exists a complex number c^C such that Pv',w'(P)=[tfo]>
(2) Let p: G->GL(V) and X: G->GL(W) be unitary representations with
the property (P
:
). Suppose that both of the irreducible unitary K-modules V
andW are contained in the representations ρ
ικ
 and X
ικ
. Let V=V
x
-\~V2-\ h
Vk and W=W1-\-W2-\ \-Wm be the direct sum decompositions in the begining of
subsection 6.3. Suppose that V
λ
(resp. Vh) is K-isomorphic to V\resp. to W). By
(1) above there exists a complex number c(resp. d) such that P7/t^(ί)=[ζ/Ό] (resp.
If the K-module \>C®V contains W\ then we have
(6.4.1) \c(X*9P;p)\\ = \cd\ .
Proof. (1) Take f^pV'tw'' Then it follows from Lemma 6.2.2 and
Lemma 6.4.1 that there exists a complex number c such that f^==cf0. Therefore
we obtain (1).
(2) We have by Lemma 6.4.1
. . = \cd\
Therefore we have (6.4.1) by Proposition 6.3.7. Q.E.D.
6.5. In this subsection the assumptions and the notation are the same as
in subsection 3.3 of [I]. Moreover we assume that the minimal isometric im-
mersion F:(M,cζ , y)^S is full and that the unitary representation p: G->
GL(VC) has the property (Pj). Here Vc is the complexification of V. Let
Vc=V1+V2-\ YVm be a direct sum decomposition into irreducible com-
ponents as i£-modules such that (VN)c=V
ι
+V2- + Vk and that (V°)C+(VT)C=
Vk+1-\-Vk+2-\ YVm. It follows from Lemma 5.2.3 of [I] and the property
(Pj) that the operator 2 idp{Ei) {dp(Ei)*)N}N leaves every Vh invariant. There-
t = l
fore by Schur's lemma there exist complex numbers ch, h—1,2, •• ,τra, such that
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g idpiE,) (dp(E,)*)»}»lYΛ = ch\Vh,
where J] {dp(Ei)(dp(Ei)^)N}NΪVh denotes the restriction of J
ί = l ί = l
(dp(E,)*)N}N to Vh. Then we have
Proposition 6.5.1.
f-Σ<p)*y, if h=l,2,";k,
ch =
10, if h = k+l,k+2,-',m.
Proof. Let {ϋ,
 : ] ( α ; ; 2, •••, z>, ; „(,•>} be an orthonormal basis of Vs and define
iίjjS by (6.3.3). Then we have by (6.3.5)
ί = l
; = iβ = i V=i ' '
It is evident that ch=0 for h=k+l,k+2,-~,m. Q.E.D.
7. 3-dimensional subalgebras
7.1. In this section we assume the followings. Let G be a compact con-
nected Lie group, K a closed subgroup of G and {G,K) a Riemannian symmetric
pair. The Lie algebra g, and the subspaces ϊ and p of g are the same as in
subsection 2.1 of [I], The Hermitian inner product < , > and the symmetric
bilinear form ( , ) on gc, the complexification of g, are the same as in subsec-
tion 6.2. Let ξ) be a Cartan subalgebra of ϊ. We denote by fc(resρ. by pc
and by ψ) the complex subspace of Qc generated by ϊ(resρ. by p and by ^ ).
Let σ be the involutive automorphism of g associated to the Riemannian sym-
metric pair (GyK), and r the conjugation of gc with respect to g.
We have
(7.1.1) <X, Y> = (X, T Y ) for X, Y e g c .
For X&iφ we define a subspace p
x
c
 of pc by
ί)
λ
c
 = {Zep c ; [H, X] = V=Λ (λ, H)X for
Put δ={λEζc;))
λ
c
Φ {0}}. Then we have
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Lemma 7.1.1 (cf. Araki [1] p. 4). (1) If λ is an element in §, then X is
contained in ϊ). Therefore the linear form (λ,*) is real valued on f).
(2) The subspace pc is decomposed into a vector space direct sum in the
following way:
The following lemmas are proved in the similar way to the case of root
systems of compact Lie groups.
Lemma 7.1.2. If X<=Ξp
λ
c
 and Yt=p-
λ
c
, then [X,Y] is contained in ψ.
Lemma 7.1.3. If X(=p
λ
c
 and λG§, then rX is contained in p_
λ
c
. There-
fore we have dim p
λ
c
=dim p-χc.
Lemma 7.1.4. Suppose that X(Ξp
λ
c
 and Y^pμ
c
. Then we have (X,Y)
—0, if λ + μ Φ 0. In particular the following equality holds :
(7.1.2) (X,X) = 0.
Lemma 7.1.5. If X<=p
x
c
 and Y<=p_
λ
c
, then we have
(7.1.3) [X,Y] = V^Ϊ(
7.2. Let λG§ with λφO. Choose an element X
λ
^p
x
c
 with the property
(X
λ
,τX
λ
)=(X
λ
,X
λ
y—l. We define elements e and / of g as follows:
e (
It follows from Lemma 7.1.3 and (7.1.2) that
<β, e> = (e,e) = i - {(X
λ
, X
λ
)+2(X
λ
, τX
λ
)+(τX
λ
, τX
λ
)}
= 1.
Similarly we obtain </, / > = 1. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2.1.
(7.2.1) [X
x
,τX
λ
] = V^ΪX.
Proof. Applying Lemma 7.1.3 and (7.1.3), we have
[X
λ
, τX
λ
] = V=ϊ(X
λ
, τX
λ
)X = V=Tλ .
Q.E.D.
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Put Y
λ
=τX
λ
 and H
λ
=\/ — 1\. We define a complex subspace gXλ
c
 of
Qc and a real subspace $Xλ of g as follows:
ZXλc={XλίYλ,Hλ}c,
Qx
λ
= {e,f,h}R,
where h=\/ — 1 H
λ
. Then we have
L e m m a 7.2.2, The subspace QXλ ύ a real Lie subalgebra of g and QXχc is a
complex Lie subalgebra of gc. The Lie subalgebra QXχ is a real form of QXλc.
Proof. We have the following equalities by the definitions of X
λ
, Y
λ
 and
[H
λ
, X
λ
] = —(λ,(7.2.2)
= H
λ
.
These show that gX λ
c
 is a Lie subalgebra of gc. Applying (7.2.2), we have
[hj] = {\,\)e, [ej] = -h.
By (1) of Lemma 7.1.1, (λ, X) is a real number. Therefore g^
λ
 is a Lie
subalgebra of g. It is evident that QXχ is a real form of QXλc. Q.E.D.
We denote by §1(2, C) (resp. by §u(2)) the Lie algebra of the special linear
group SL(2,C) (resp. the Lie algebra of the special unitary group SU(2)). Then
§u(2) is a compact real form of §1(2,C). We choose a basis {XOiYQ,Ho} of
§1(2,C) as follows:
Ό
,0
Then we have
ί[H0,X0] = 2X0,
(7.2.3) \[H0lY0] = -2Y0,
Since λ ε t | and λφO, (λ, λ) is strictly positive. Put k=(X,X). We define
a linear mapping φ: Qχ
λ
c
—> §1(2, C) by
| J\x0, φ(Yλ) = -
Then we have
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Lemma 7.2.3. The linear mapping φ: QXλc-> §1(2, C) is a Lie algebra iso-
morphism and maps QXλ onto
Proof. Applying (7.2.3), we have
[φ(H
λ
),φ(Y
λ
)] = (X,
[φ(X
λ
),φ(Y
λ
)] =
Therefore it follows from (7.2.2) that φ is a Lie algebra isomorphism. We
have
0 i\ vx/ 0 v=ϊ\
-i oh Φif) = -τ\y/-=ϊ o h o -v~
Therefore φ(e), φ(f) and φ(h) aie contained in §π(2). Thus the lemma is
proved. Q.E.D.
7.3. We define a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on §1(2,C) by
(X,Y)=-—Tr(XY) for Z J G 3 l ( 2 , C),
where Tr(XY) denotes the trace of the matrix XY. Then this bilinear form
( , ) is §1(2, C)-invariant and positive definite on §u(2). Put
Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of §π(2). Let p: §u(2)->gI(F) be a complex
representation of §u(2). An element ψ e t is called a weight of p, if there exists
a non-zero vector ^ G Γ such that ρ(H)v—\/ — 1 (ψ,H)v for all i / e t . And this
vector v is called a ψ-weight vector or a weight vector belonging to ψ. Put
Choose a linear order > on t such that φ>0. Suppose that p:
is an irreducible complex representation. Then the highest weight of p is equal
to mφ for some non-negative integer m, the weights of p are {(m—2i)φ; /=0,1,
- ,m}, and dim Γ=w+l(cf. Serre [8] Chapitre IV).
Let p
m
: §l(2,C)^>Ql(U
m
) be an irreducible representation with the highest
weight mφ. Then there exists a basis {u_
m
,u_
m+2> ~ ,um-2,um} of Um with the
following properties:
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-2i = (m-2i)u
m
_2i,
(7.3.1) j Pm(Xθ)u
m
-2i = iuM+2-2i >
lp
m
{Yo)u
m
-2i = (m—i)u
m
-2i-2, * = 0, 1, —, m ,
where u
m+2=U-m-2=0. We introduce a Hermitian inner product ( , >0 on Um
such that {y ~η7—_ \| u
m
-2i\ i= 0, 1, •••,/#} is an orthonormal basis of £/w.
Then < , y
o
 is invariant under the action of Su(2), i.e. ^ ^ ( J Y ' J M ^ X + ^ W , p
m
(X)^>0
= 0 for utv^Um and JSΓe£u(2). A Hermitian inner product on C/m which is
invariant under the action of δu(2) is unique up to constant multiple. Then we
have
L e m m a 7.3.1. Let < , > be a Hermitian product on U
m
 which is invariant
under the action of §tt(2). Then there exists an orthonormal basis {e-
m
, e-
m+2> " ,
e
m-2> e
m
) of U
m
 with the following properties:
(7.3.2)
1X. / / *\ /
\ . .
m=2mr is even, we put fi=e2iyi=—tn',-~, —1,0,1, •• ,m/. Then we have
(7.3.3)
Proof. By (7.3.1) we have
i!(iff-f)! tt—27 = Vί!(jιι-ί)! ^ + 2 " 2 i "
t(w—i+l)
m—i
s/i\(m-i)\ **•-«-*
Since < , > is a constant multiple of < , >0, we obtain (7.3.2). We have easily
(7.3.3) by (7.3.2). Q.E.D.
Let p: G->GL(V) be a unitary representation. Then by Lemma 7.2.3 we
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may consider the differential dp of p as a representation of §1(2, C) such that
the Hermitian inner product < , > on V is invariant under the action of §u(2).
Let \v\ denote the length χ/(v,vy of a vector v^V. We decompose V into a
vector space direct sum in the following way:
(7.3.4) V = Σ*Vm,
where Vm is the subspace of V generated by §1(2, C)-submodules which are
§1(2, C)-isomorphic to U
m
. Then we have
Lemma 7.3.2. (1) Let v be an iφ-weight vector with \v\=l. If v is
contained in Vm> we have
ΓI dP(Xλ)v 12 = < ^ > (m-t) (m+i+2),
(7-3.5)
 < χ χ >
[I dp(Y
x
)v 12 = ^ > (m+ϊ) (m-i+2).
O
(1)' Let v be a 2iφ-weight vector with \v\=\. If v is contained in V2m,
we have
ί I dp(X
λ
)υ 12 = <^> (m-t) (m+i+1),
(7.3.6) I
Proof. The §1(2, C)-invariant subspace generated by v is §1(2, C)-isomorphic
to U
m
. Therefore we obtain (7.3.5) by Lemma 7.2.3 and (7.3.2). We have
(7.3.6) by (7.3.5) easily. Q.E.D.
8. Symmetric R-spaces
8.1. Let (^ , σ) be an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra of compact
type. Put f)=g+tn, where g(resp. tn) is the 1-eigenspace (resp. — 1-eigensρace)
of σ. Let Aut(§) be the group of all automorphisms of §. Identifying the Lie
algebra of Aut(ϊj) with §, let G be the connected Lie subgroup of Aut(§) corre-
sponding to the Lie subalgebra g of f). Then G leaves the subspace tn in-
variant. Let < , y be an Aut(ϊj)-invariant inner product on ί). The Lie group
G acts as an isometry group on the Euclidean space m with the inner product
< , >, the restriction of the inner product < , > on r) to m. Let S be the unit
sphere of trt with center o, the origin of m. Let H be an element of S and M
the orbit of G through H. Denoting by K the stabilizer of H in G, the space
M may be identified with the quotient space G/K, which is called an R-space
associated to (g, σ). If (G,K) is a Riemannian symmetric pair, M is called a
symmetric R-space. Then the Riemannian submanifold M of S is a Riemannian
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symmetric space (Takeuchi [9] p. 112).
Let α be a maximal abelian subspace of m. For λ E α we define a sub-
space g
λ
(resp. m
λ
) of g(resρ. of m) as follows:
β
λ
 - { l e g ; ad{H)2X = - < λ , H>2X for any
m
λ
 = { i G t π ; ad(HfX = - < λ , H}2X for any
Then g_
λ
=zrg
λ
, m_
λ
=m
λ
 and m
o
=a. Put r = { λ G α ; λφO, m
λ
Φ {0}}. Then r
is a root system in α (Satake [7] p. 81). This root system ϊ is called the restricted
root system of (§,σ). Choose a linear order in α. Let Δ be the fundamental
system of t and t + the set of all positive roots in x. Then we have the following
orthogonal decomposition of β and tn(cf. Helgason [4]):
9 = 9o+ Σ &, m = α+ Σ tn
λ
.
By virtue of the following lemma we may assume that H^S Π & and <λ, Hy^
for any λ G ϊ + .
Lemma 8.1.1 (cf. Helgason [4] p. 211, p. 248). For any ί f e m
an element x^G such that xH^a and <λ, xHy^O for any λ G t + .
We identify the tangent space TH(M) of M at H with a subspace of tπ in a
canonical manner. Then we have TH(M)=[Q,H], Put
l X 2 —
The tangent space TH(M) and the normal space NH(M) in S are given by
TH{M) =(8.1.1) _
where aH={X^a; ζXy i/>=0}. Let ϊ be the Lie algebra of the stabilizer K
of H> and p the orthogonal complement of ϊ in Q. Then we have
(8.1.2) ϊ = 8o+ Σ fix, P = Σ 9
λ
.
8.2. Put Δ ^ ί λ G Δ λ e r / } . Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of ή
containing α. Let if be the complexification of t), and t c the subspace of ψ
spanned by t. We denote by ( , ) the symmetric bilinear form on ψ, which is
the C-bilinear extension of the inner product < , > on ί). Let r be the root
system of ψ with respect to r0. Recall that an element α E f belongs to r, if
αφO and if there exists a non-zero vector Z e f such that [HyX] = \/— 1
(or, i ϊ)X .for any H^iF. Then t contains the root system ϊ. We denote by
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the same letter σ the conjugation of ψ with respect to the real form
m. We choose a σ-order in t in the sense of Satake [7] which has the follow-
ing property: Let A be the fundamental system with respect to this linear
order in t, and let p denote the projection of t onto α. Then Δ=^>(A)— {0}.
We also denote by A the Satake diagram of A. Put A1=p~
1(A1). It is known
(Takeuchi [9] p. 102) that isomorphic pairs (A, Aj) of Satake diagrams give rise
to isomorphic pairs (G,K). Here we say that the pair (A, A
x
) is isomorphic to
the pair (A', AΊ), if there exists an isomorphism φ of A onto A' with (A1)=A'1,
and we say that the pair (G,K) is isomorphic to the pair {G',K')> if there exists
an isomorphism / of G onto G' with f(K)—K'.
REMARK 8.2.1. Let Δ
x
 be a subsystem of Δ, and (A, A
x
) the pair of Satake
diagram determined by Δ lβ Then there exists a minimal R-space M such
that the pair of Satake diagram corresponding to M is isomorphic to (A, A
x
)
(Nagura [5] p. 210).
8.3. We decompose (ΐ), σ) into a direct sum of irreducible orthogonal
symmetric Lie algebras (f)h σ, ):
Put g,=g Π ί), , m ^ t n Π ί)* and α ^ n t , Π α. Then αt is a maximal abelian subspace
of m, . Let M be an i?-space associated to (ϊj, σ). Put
Ϊ< = t Π ah (x, )i+ = Ϊ I + Π ah (rt )2 + = r2+ n αt .
Then
ϊ = ϊ1U U t r ,
We say that the i?-space M has the property (*), if the following condition is satis-
fied:
(*) (ϊ.V + Φ, ί = l , 2 , . . . , r .
Since ad(Qi) acts on m, irreducibly, the i?-sρace M in 5 is full, if and only if M
has the property (*).
Proposition 8.3.1. Let M be a minimal symmetric R-space with the pro-
perty (*). Then the operator S
x
 in subsection 3.3 of [I] vanishes.
Proof. The assumptions of Theorem 1 of [I] are satisfied by the arguments
of subsections 8.1 and 8.2. Since [g
λ
, α]ctπ
λ
 and [g
λ
, mμ]cm
λ + f i +m λ _ μ for
λ, μ e r + , we have for I G Σ g
λ
,
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[A,ϋ]G 2J + m λ .
Therefore the operator S
x
 vanishes by Lemma 3.3.1 of [I], (8.1.1) and (8.1.2).
Q.E.D.
REMARK 8.3.1. Let f) be the Lie algebra §u(n+l) of the special unitary
group £[/(#+1), σ the complex conjugation of 3u(n-|-l), i. e. (6, σ) is an irredu-
cible orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra of type A /. Then
G = SO(n+l),
πt = {χ/^--ϊ X\ X is a real symmetric matrix and TrX=0).
The representation p: SO(n+l)-> GL(m)9 p(x)X=xXx"1 l e t n , is the spherical
representation ρ2 in (1) of Remark 3.3.2 of [I]. Therefore by the above pro-
position we have S1=0 in the case (1) of Remark 3.3.2 of [I].
9. Representations of the special orthogonal group SO(n+l)
9.1. In this section we assume the followings. Let G=SO(n-\-l) and
K= j ί J G G; A <= SO(ή) L Let < , > be the ^4rf(G)-invariant inner product
on the Lie algebra Q=§o(n+l) of G, which is defined by
(9.1.1) <X, Y> = — L Tr(XY) for Xy YEΞQ .
The Cartan decomposition g = I + ^ is given by
- I C " o ) — } •
Put
ί/(°)
i.
0
0
- λ *
0
• .0
0
where k=\ n ' and Γ*l denotes the Gauss symbol. Then t is a Cartan sub-
L 2 J
algebra of g. Put
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Φ,=
(0)
1 A + 1 - *
0 0
0 0
0
0 - 1
1 0
0
0 0
0 0
Then {φ
u
 φ2, •••, φh} is an orthonormal basis of t. We introduce a linear order
> on t such that 0 < φ 1 < φ 2 < < φ A .
The root system r of gc with respect to t is given by
ί {±Φi±Φj;i,j = 1, 2, .-, h with /Φj1},
1 {±Φi, ±Φi±Φj; ij = 1, 2, -., A with ίΦ/}, if Λ = 2A .
Put for i,j=l92,~-,h with /<y
(0)
h+l-i \
l V^
(0)
o/,
A+1-* \
- v / - l 1
(0) A+W
0/,
h+l-i \
V
- 1
o/,
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(0)
h+X-j h+l-i \
\ O/
Put for i=l,2, •• ,h— 1 in the case of n=2h— l(resp. for *'= 1,2, •••,/! in the case
ofn=2h)
X*. = A/i
(0)
h+ί-i \
=i -i|
:
-
Φ
 = V I
(0) k/=τ -i|
\
1 0
Then for λ e i , -X"Λ is a λ-root vector with \X*\ =\/ζXχ,Xχ)=l. Let T be
the conjugation of gc with respect to g. Then we have
(9.1.2)
Put
τX±φ. =
lΦl> ^ 2 > ***> Φh — 1JJP -^1 ^ ""^ ^ ^ — 1 9
t if » = 2A.
Then ^ is a Cartan subalgebra of ϊ. Let § be the one in subsection 7.1. Then
we have
,Φi;i=l,29-9h-l} if n = 2 A - l ,
UΦ,;^ = 1,2,-,A} if Λ = 2A.
Every dominant integral form Λ of G with respect to t is uniquely ex-
pressed as follows:
Λ = k1φ1+k2φ2-\
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where k
u
k2," ,kh are integers satisfying
[\k
x
\^k2^^kh if n = 2Λ—1,
* " ' ' lO^Jfe^Λ^-^** if n = 2h.
REMARK 9.1.1. Suppose that ri^2. Then the Riemannian symmetric
pair (G,K) is of rank 1, and the dominant integral form φh is the fundamental
weight of the pair (G,K) (cf. Takeuchi [10] p. 118). It follows from Remark
3.2.2 of [I] that when we consider a full equivariant minimal isometric im-
mersion of Sn into a unit sphere, it is sufficient to consider the following real
representations pk of G, β=2,3, : The representation ρk is the real spherical
representation of (G,K) whose complexification has the highest weight kφh.
We denote by δG the half sum of all positive roots of g
c
. Then we have
[φ2+2φ3+.~+(h-l)φh if n = 2h-ί ,(9.1.4) SG=\1
l ( Φ + 3 φ + + ( 2 A l ) φ ) if n = 2h.
Let WG be the Weyl group of G. For an element λGt we denote by ξλ the
principal alternating sum associated to λ defined by
ξx = Σ det(τ)*(τλ),
τ£ΞW
σ
where e(\) (H)=exρ \Z^Λ (\yH) for i ϊ e t . For a complex irreducible repre-
sentation σ of G, we denote by Λ
σ
(resp. by X
σ
) the highest weight of σ(resp.
the pull back to t via exp: t—>G of the character of σ). Then we have by the
character formula of Weyl (cf. Takeuchi [10] p. 153)
(9.1.5) f Δ ^ = *σf«
β
For complex irreducible representations σ and σ' of G, the character X
σ
®
σ
' of the
tensor product σ®σr is given by
(9.1.6) X9**> = X*rX *>-
Let Vμ and F v be complex irreducible G-modules with the highest weights
μ and v respectively. For an integral form λ of G we define a non-negative in-
teger m(X μ) to be the multiplicity of λ in the G-module Vμ. Let Λ be a domi-
nant integral form of G and UA a complex irreducible G-module with the highest
weight Λ. We denote by mA the number of times that UA is contained in the
G-module Vμ® Vv. Then we have
Lemma 9.1.1 (Bourbaki [3] pp. 153-154).
^ Δ = Σ det(τ)m(Λ+δG—τ
W
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9.2. The following proposition gives the decomposition of an irreducible
G-module into a direct sum of irreducible i£-submodules.
Proposition 9.2.1 (Boerner [2] pp. 267-269). Let σ\ G-> GL(W) be a com-
plex irreducible representation with the highest weight A
σ
=k1φ1-\-k2φ2-\ \-khφh^ϊ.
Then W is decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible K-submodules of W as follows:
(1) The case n=2h-ί:
where the summation runs over all integers k'lyk'2f •• ,ife
/
Λ
_i such that
and Wk'ιφi+k'2φ2+...+k'h_ιφh_l denotes the irreducible K-submodule of W with the highest
weight &Ίφi+β'2φ2H h&Ά-iφλ-].
(2) The case n=2h:
where the summation runs over all integers k\,k'2y' ',k'h such that
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above pro-
position.
Corollary. Every complex irreducible representation of G has the property
(Λ).
Let Cn+1 be the vector space of {{n-\- l)-tuples) of complex numbers, and <( , >
the Hermitian inner product on Cn+1 defined by ζjiyVy^uϋ. Let i: G->GL(Cn+1)
be the canonical representation of G. Put
o
0
\
0
0 <h ,
/
\
(0)
0
0
•
- V - l
1
•
0
0
\
/
<h ,
1
0
0
o
o
\
/.
Then we have
Lemma 9.2.2. (1) The case n=2h—l: The vector v^resp. *;_,•) is a φ
r
weight vector(resp. —φ
r
weight vector), ί = l , 2 , — , A , and {vh v^\i= 1,2,•••,h) is
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an orthonormal basis of Cn+1. Therefore the character %t of i is given by
(9.2.1) %. £
(2) The case n=2h: The vector v^resp. v_{ and vQ) is a φrweight vector
(resp. —φi-weight vector and ^-weight vector), i= 1,2, ••-,/&, and {v0, viy v_i\ i=
1,2, ••-,/*} is an orthonormal basis of Cn+1. Therefore we have
(9.2.2) %, = 1 + Σ (
e
(φ(.)+<-φ, ))
We have the following lemma by straightforward calculation.
Lemma 9.2.3. (a) The both cases n=2h—ί and n=2h:
for i,j, k = 1, 2, •••, h with i<j .
= 0 >
[X-
Φi-Φ.vk = SjkV-.i
(b) The case w=2A:
φ
. ^ = o , [XφP-k = — δikv0,
_
φ
.^ = _ sikv0, 1 ^ - Φ ^ - A = 0 ,
for i,j= 1,2, . - , A .
(X
ΦivQ = Vi, -Y.φ^o =
 v
-i >
[Xφi-ΦjVQ = Xφj-ΦiV0 = Xφi+φ.v0 = Xφi_φjvQ = 0 ,
for i
β
j\ k = 1, 2, •••, h with / < / .
Lemma 9.2.4. Let σ: G->GL(W) be a complex irreducible representation
with the highest weight A<r=k1φ1+k2φ2-\ Vkhφh. Then the G-module C
n+ι®W
is decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible G-submodules as follows:
(1) The case n=2h—l:
where Wk'ιφl+k'2φ2+...+k'hφh is the irreducible G-submodule of CU+1®W with the highest
weight ΛΊφi+Λ^H \-k'hφh and the summation runs over all integers k\, k
f
2,
-•'yk'h satisfying (9.1.3) and the following additional condition (*): There exists i,
X^i-^h, such that
for j = 1, 2, - , h with j Φ i .
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(2) The case n=2h:
if k
x
 > 0 ,
summation runs over all integers &Ί,&'2, "'yk
r
h satisfying the same condi-
tion as above (1).
Proof. It follows from (9.1.5) and (9.1.6) that
We denote by §
Λ
 the symmetric group of degree h. Let X=m1φ1-{-m
be an integral form of G.
(1) The principal alternating sum ξ
λ
 associated to λ is given by
ξx = 2 . Σ . Σ sgn(τ)4ιιι
rω
φ1+...
= Σ Σ Σ Sgn(τ)ψ/*
τ0. )φy + . -
0^2^A l^/^ X^^A
 G
where fo, ί2, —, i2s,ji,J2, ~Jh-2*} = {U 2, •••, A} and 1 ^ j i < J 2 < * </A-2» ^
Therefore we have by (9.2.1)
Σ Σ sgn(τ)χ
— MτiijΦi! mτ(i2s)Φi2s)
2s
+ Σ K^OVΦ^H \-mτUh-2sϊΦh-2s
— ^Td pΦ*! (^τ(ί
r
) + 1)Φ,> mτ(i2s)Φi2s)
h-2s
+ Σ K^TOVΦJ JH hί^rc^)—1)Φ;?H \-mτUh-2s)Φjh-2s
— ^TdvΦίi mrU2s)Φi2s)
2s
"I" Σ e(mτ(j\)φj* -[-•••-
r = i 1 x
Put
ιw, if
Wy ± 1 ίf
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Then we have
Σ ΣΣsgn(τ)x
Σ
{e{m^\(ι)φι+ -m™τ(iι)φii+...-
Therefore we have
The integral forms A
a
l±i)+δG(j=l,29 ••-,/*) of G are all dominant. Since a
dominant integral form ^iφi+tfV/^H h^Φ/i+δG of G is regular if and only if
the integers ml9m29^'yfnh satisfy (9.1.3), we obtain the assertion.
(2) We have in the similar way to the proof of (1)
h
Suppose that k^O. Then the integral forms Λ
σ
( ± Λ+δG(/==l,2, ,λ) of g
except for Λ<Γ
(
"
1)+δG are dominant. Let {1} be the element of WG such that
{l}(Φi)= —Φi and {l}(φi)=φh i=2,3, ,A. Then we have
Therefore we have
Considering the regularity of the integral forms, we obtain the assertion. Sup-
pose that &!>(). Then the integral forms Λ ^ ^ + δ ^ y ^ l , 2, ••-,/*) of g are
dominant. Considering the regularity of the integral forms, we obtain the
assertion. Q.E.D.
Corollary. The pair (G,K) has the property (P2).
Proof. Since there exists a canonical unitary ./^-isomorphism of pc onto
Cn which sends X±φ.tov±hi=l>2y ",h, we have the corollary by the above
lemma. Q.E.D.
9.3. In this subsection we assume that n^2. Then the canonical repre-
sentation i of G is irreducible. Let Sk(Cn+1) be the space of symmetric k-
tensors over Cn+1. The space Sk(Cn+1) has the Hermitian inner product, also
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denoted by < , )>, induced from the Hermitian inner product < , > on Cn + 1.
Suppose that n=2h— 1. Let (iiyi2>'">h) be a &-tuple of integers such that
1<^  |/J 5Sλ,s=l,2, ,β. If /(resp. — ί) is contained #
r
times(resp. δ
r
ti m es) in
(*Ί,*2, " ',**), ι = l , 2 , ,A, we denote it by
ft, ί* ••••, 4} = {1% ( ~ 1 ) \ 2% (-2)'*, - , A'*, (-A)**} .
We define a vector v^ v^ v^ v^—vfh v^h in £*(CΛ+1) by
where the summation runs over ^-tuples (ίi,/2>"V*) such that ft,*2> •">**}
= {l i, (-l)*i, 2% ( - 2 ) \ ..., A *, (-A)**}. Then
Λ == {^ Λ ϋ-Λ-vΛ ϋ-Λ; i^+^H I - ^ + ^ + ^ - I \-bk = k}
is an orthonormal basis of Sk(Cn+1). Suppose that n=2h. We define a vector
v
o
c
 ^^1 *;_!*!—u/* ^_
Λ
*A in Sk(Cn+1) in the same way as above. Then
is an orthonormal basis of Sk(Cn+1).
Let &Cn+1 be the space of ^-tensors over Cn+1 and &c: G-*GL(&Cn+1)
the -^ίA tensor product of c. Then the space Sk(Cn+1) is a G-submodule of
®kCn+1. We denote by σk this representation ®*^: G-+GL(Sk(Cn+1)). Then
we have
Theorem 9.3.1 (cf. Takeuchi [10] p. 255). Suppose that k^2. Let σ:
G->GL(W) be a complex irreducible representation with the highest weight kφh.
Then the G-module S\Cn+1) is G-isomorphίc to the direct sum W+Sk-2(Cn+1).
We also denote by pk the complexification of the k-th real spherical re-
presentation pk. We have
Proposition 9.3.2. Suppose that k^2.
(1) The case n=2h—ί: The set of weights of the representation ρk is
{m
ι
φ1-\-m2φ2+'"+mhφh; ml} m2) •••, mh are integers such that 1
k—217ft, I is a non-negative even integer] .21
The multiplicity m(m1φ1-\-m2φ2-\—*nhφh;kφh) is given by
A; kφh) = hHq—h
h
where 2q=k—'Σ \mt,\, ^ ^=0 and hHiy i^O, denotes the number of ways of choos-
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ing i elements, allowing repetition, from a set of h elements.
(2) The case n=2h: The set of weights of ρk is
Y™hΦh\ m
u
 tn2, —, mh are integers such that)
h y
k— Σ \mi\ is non-negative] .
ί = l '
The multiplicity m(m1φ1+m2φ2H \~mhΦh\ kφh) & given by
m{m
ι
φ
ι
-\-m2φ2-\ VmhΦh\ kφh) = iflwftΊ»
h
where q'—k—2 |m, | and [*] is the Gauss symbol.
Proof. (1) The vector v
ι
ai V-
ι
hi Ό2 * v-2
h2
 —
 tVhh%v-hk of Sk(Cn+ι) is a
weight vector belonging to the weight (aι—b1)φ1-\-(a2—b2)φ2-\ \-(^h—^h)Φh °f
the representation σk. Therefore the set of weights of σk is
A#> mi> m2> '"> mh a r ^ integers such that ]
h
 m
 i
k— 2 \miI ^s a non-negative even integer] .
We denote by mk(mιφι-\-m2φ2-{-"'-\-mhφh) the multiplicity of an integral form
zΛ VttohΦh in the G-module Sk(Cn+1). Let m^+m^-] \-mhφh
be a weight of σk. Put 2^=^—21^11 and
i = l
if m{l
if m^O,
ίO if
M =
 U , if
Then the weight vectors in Ak belonging to the weight mιφι-\-m2φ2-\-
mhφh are
α2, a2y •••, βΛ are non-negative integers such thatV
Therefore we have
\~mhΦh) = A^ί >
and hence
(0 if ? = 0 ,
\-mhφh) =
(hHq-l « ? ^ 1
We have the assetion by the above equalities and Theorem 9.3.1.
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(2) We have the followings in the similar way to the proof of (1). The set
of weights of σk is
{mιφ2+m2φ2+"'Jrmhφh; mly m2, "'ytnh are integers such that)
k— 2 I i^• I is non-negative I ,
» = 1
and the weight vectors in Ak belonging to the weight ^iφi+w2φ2+ Y
mhΦh are
«!, a2, •• ,ah,c are non-negative integers such that
2β,+2β2+ - r 2β4+ίr = ff'.
h
where q'=k—Σ | wif | . Therefore
ι = l
£ =
Since the number of the weight vectors in Ak belonging to the weight
m2φ2+"*Ji-^hΦh with c=q'—2i is equal to
 hHiy the multiplicity
+ +^ΛΦA) is given
IV/2]
ittkvftiΦi~{~tft2φ2-{- '*^-itiflφfι) = ^j /^Z,- .
f = l
Hence
0 if q' = 0, 1 ,
' ί S " 1 ^ if ?' ^  2 .
ί = l
Therefore we have the assertion in the same way as in (1). Q.E.D.
Let Vk be the irreducible G-submodule of S
k(Cn+1) with the highest weight
kφhy and Vk(\) the λ-weight space of Vky i. e. F^(λ)={λ-weight vectors of Vk}
U{0}. Then we have
Lemma 9.3.3. Suppose that k^2.
(1) The case n=2h-l:
(a) Vk(±φi+(k-ί)φh)= {v±rvhk-'}c i= 1,2, .-,A-1 .
(b) ^
(2) The case n=2h:
(a)
(b)
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(c) Vk((k-2)φk) =
f = 1,2,—,A—
Proof. (1) We have by the above proposition
Applying Lemma 9,2.3, we have
σk{X±φi-φh) (vhk) =
Therefore we have the assertion.
(2) We have the followings in the similar way to above:
(- l )Φ*; kφh) = m{(k-\)φh\ kφh) =
\m{{k-2)φh;kφh) = h,
Therefore we have the assertion. Q.E.D.
9.4. In this subsection we shall compute the components of the vector
v
-h®vh °f Cn+1®Vk with respect to the decomposition of the G-module
Cn+1®Vk. This is important for the later computation. The G-module C
Λ + 1®
Vk has the Hermitian inner product, also denoted by < , >, induced from the
Hermitian inner products on Cn+1 and Sk(Cn+1). We denote by ψk the tensor
product c®σk: G->GL(Cn+1®Vk). We have by Lemma 9.2.4
(9.4.1) C»λ
* =
if n = 1,
if n = 2 and
+ Wφi+kφ
if n = 3 and
if « ^ 4 and
Since the Hermitian inner product < , ) on Cn+ι®Vk is G-invariant, any pair
of the irreducible components of Cn+ι®Vk is orthogonal. For a G-module U
and an integral form λ of G, we denote by C/(λ) the λ-weight space of U.
Suppose that τz^4. We define some vectors of Cn+1® Vk as follows:
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(a) The case n=2h—ί or n=2h: For /=1,2, ,A—1
®v_i-{-v.i®vi—vh®v^h—v^h®vh if A = 1 ,
_i—V-i®Vi-\-vh®v_h—υ_h®vh
if A ^  2 ,
if A = 1 ,
if A ^  2 ,
if A = 1 ,
-
2
-y η^v^-υ-ή-x/ kv.h®vh
k
(b) The case n=2h—ί:
Σί(vi®v_i+v_i®vi)
ί l
if A ^  2 .
if A = 1 ,
+kv_h®vk
k
(c) The case w=2A:
^ 0 ®?; 0 —v h ®v_ h —v_ h ®v h
2\/ k
if A ^  2 .
if A = 1 ,
-v.h®vh
k
(A— l K
if A ^  2 .
if A = 1 ,
l - ί
if A ^  2 ,
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'v
o
®v0+ Σ (Oί if k = 1,
Σ (»<®«'-/
\/ft(2fe-l)
2
2 f t = l σ»
if
Then we have
Lemma 9.4.1. Suppose that w^4.
(1) The case n=2h-l(h^3):
= {θίi, 0C2>
k) = {βu β y2,
(2) The case n=2h(h^2);
= {/30, A, A, - ,
Proof. (1) It follows from Lemma 9.3.3 that the space (C"+1® Vk) ((k— l)φk)
is spanned by
{V,®Ό.,, Ό-,®V,; i = 1,2, - , A} if ft = 1 ,
-y-fr v^-v.ή, v.k®vhk;
if ft ^ 2 .
Therefore we have by Lemma 9.3.3 and (9.4.1)
(9.4.2)
 dimWφh_1+kφh((k
Applying Lemma 9.2.3, we have
dψk{XΦi-Φh)dψk{X-Φi.Φh) {vh®vhk) = at ί = 1, 2, . . . , A - l .
Therefore by the proof of Lemma 9.3.3 we obtain the first assertion. Since
114
dim(Cn+1®Vk
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)=2 and
^.φ,) (vh®vhk) = k-l
the vector ω = \/ k vh_ι®vh
k
—vh®vh_ι vh
k ι
 is a highest weight vector of
Wφh_1+kφh. Applying Lemma 9.2.3, we have
-Φh-1)Π = βi i=l,2,-,h-2,
-Φi-Φπ-x) (ω) = Ίi * = !> 2> "•» h~2>
- W * 4 ) ( ω ) = A - i ,
is linear independent. Therefore by (9.4.2) we obtain the second assertion.
Since the vector δ is orthogonal to aiy βiy 7 t , / = 1 , 2, ~ ,h— 1, we have the
last assertion.
(2) We have the followings in the same way as above: The space (Cn+1®
is spanned by
' f a o ® ^ Vi®v_i} v_i®Vi; i = 1, 2, •••, h} if k — 1 ,
i = l , 2 , ,A-l y
if k S 2.
We have
h if k = 1,
2A-1 if k^2,
and the vector ω=y/~k vh^ι®vh
k
—Ί>h®vh-\'vh~ι is a highest weight vector of
Wφh_l+kφh. Applying Lemma 9.2.3, we have
(dψk(X.Φh)2(vh®vhk) = aQ,
Therefore we obtain the first and the second assertions. Since the vector δ is
orthogonal to a0, βOy ah βh 7, , ί = l , 2 , •••,*—!, we have the last assertion. Q.E.D.
Suppose that w=2. Put
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2v
o
®v
o
—Vi®V-χ—v_
λ
®v
λ
 if ft = 1 ,
^
/?(2) = i
if ft ^ 2 ,
if k = 1 ,
7(2) = 1
if * . ^
if ft =
if k ^ 2 .
We have the following lemma in the similar way to Lemma 9.4.1.
Lemma 9.4.2. Ifn=2, we have
ίίΛ-lJφO = {α ( 2 ) } c , ^ ( ( Λ - l J φ O - {β(2)}c ,
Suppose that n=3. Put
if ft ^ 2 ,
7(3) = 1
— \/ hit
— \J kv_2®v2
—\/
if ft ^ 2,
— χ/kv_2®v2
k if ft ^ 2 ,
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δ(3) = •
if k = 1,
V A^iΘ^-i ^^+^-iΘ^j ^*"1
+kv_2®v2
k
 if k ^ 2 .
We have the following lemma in the similar way to Lemma 9.4.1.
L e m m a 9.4.3. If n=3, we have
{ W(k+1)φ2((k—ί)φ2) = {α(3)}C, Wφ1+kφ2((k—l)φ2) = {β(3)}c :W-
Φl+kφ2((k— l)φ2) = {y(3)}cy W(k-i)φ2((k—\)φ2) = {δ(3)}c
Suppose that Λ ^ 4 . Define as follows:
(a) The case n=2h~ί or n=2h: For ί=l,2,—,A—1
ί /—ϊ— '-*
«'.=
if ^ = 1,
Σ
+(k+i-l)V~kvh®
V"2
7 2 7 ^
if
-1) (Λ+2ί-3)
k-l)(k+2i-3)(Vi®v_
r
if A ^ 2,
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7', = V |
(b) The case «=2A—1:
δ' =
k+h-2
k(k+h-l)(k+2h-3)°
(c) The case n=2h:
Ύ2A(2A+1) ί 2 f e o<S>^o-Σ(ί
«'„ =
if k ^ 1 .
if k ^ 1.
if k=ί,
(k+l)(k+h-l)(2k+2h-l)
+(A+A_l)N/2ft=ϊ ^
if Λ ^  2 ,
=
 V (k-ί) (k+ί) (k+2h-2) (k+2h-3)
—(*— 1) Σ (vi®v-i'vhk~1+v-i®vi vhl!-1)
δ' =
2k+2h-3
k(k+2h-2)(2k+2h-l)'
if k ^ 2
if A ^  1 .
The following lemma gives orthonormal bases of W(Muh((k— \)φh), WΦh_i+kΦi
((k- \)φh) and W(k-ϋΦh((k-
Lemma 9.4.4. (1) 77**? ^ ^ n=2h— 1(Λ^3):
orthonormal basis space
Wi, oc'2y •••, ^ Λ - I } W W I > Φ A ( ( * — 1 ) Φ A ) if k ^ \ y
if k = 1 ,
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if k ^ 1 .
(2) The case n=2h(h^2):
orthonormal beats space
{a'
o
, a\, —, αVi} W(t+1)*h((k- ί)φh) if k ^ 1,
if k = 1,
/ Qf Qr Qf G)f
\P 0> P U P 2) ' " > P Λ-l >
For the proof of the lemma, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 9.4.5. We define (p,p)-matήces Ap{m) and Bp(m) by
/m+l 1
1 . m+l ' .
Bp(m) =
m+l
\
Λ
J.
Then we have
det Ap(m) = mp-\m+p),
det B,(m) = (-ly-hn*-1.
Proof. We shall prove the above equalities by the induction on p. If p= 1,
the equalities are evident. Suppose that the equalities hold for p—1. Then we
have
Im+l 1 1 . . 1 \
1 m+l '• .ί 1
detAp(m) = Jl(—l det
1 m+l
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= Σ ( - l ) ί + ' ( -1) ' " 1 det Bp_1(m)+(m+1) det Ap.λ{
= m>-\m+p),
'. , , . ί . . .
m+1 1 . ί
1 m+1. ' .det Bt(m) = il(-l)1+i det
\
1
+
' ( - 1 ) ' " 1 det B^
ί * 1 'm+1
-1)"+1 det A^m)
i/
In the above matrices the symbol Λ means that the components are omitted.
Thus the lemma is proved. Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 9.4.4. Put a{=
we have for
for i=\, 2, — ,h—1. Then
J 1 if iΦj,
lft+1 if ι=) .
Putforί=l,2,—,A
'f = d e t
*+i i . l \
1 Λ+l
l l * i
J
Then {«Ί, α'2, •", «'*-i} is an orthogonal system. We have by Lemma 9.4.5
\<Jiy d>> = det iii-!(ife) det A^k) = k2i~%k+i) (k+i-ί).
It follows that e/i=—T- a'iy and therefore {α^α^, •• ,α/A_1} is an orthonormal
system in W(k+1)φk((k—l)φh). We have for &^1
X f Γ\ \
Put
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Then
if & = 1,
\ — *
If A=l, {/SΊJ
Suppose that
if Λ > 2 .
ST'A-I} is an orthonormal system in W
Φhmml+kΦh((k—ί)φh).
We have for i,j=l,2,
 9h—l
( 1 if i
<3>t,h>= \k±ί
if i = ; .
Putfor/=1,2, ,A—1
!k±i
', = det
A A /
Applying Lemma 9.4.5, we have .,, . b/i=βi. Therefore if k^z 2, {β/ιyβ/2y"my
β V i ^ Ύ V ί'/Λ-i} i s a n orthonormal system in W
Φhmml+kΦh((k— \)φh).
(1) It follows from Lemma 9.4.1 and the above arguments that the first and
the second assertions are valid. Since <δ, δy= * —il_lt 2 for k*zl,
k-\-h—2
we have the third assertion.
(2) P u t a
o
= α 0 f o r ^ ^ l . Then
Ka
o
,a
o
> = 2k+l,
[<a
o
,aiy=l for i = 1,2, •.•,/*-! .
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Put
jk+ί 1
1 .*
α'
o
 = det
1
\ al '
Then we have by Lemma 9.4.5
= det Ah.λ{k) det
= detAh.1(k)
Ik+ί 1
1 ' .
\ i
Ik+ί l
1
det
+ det
\
= k»-χk+h+l)(2k+2h-l).
• - Λ
1 ' k+ί ' 1
k+ί 1
1 2k+ίj
. i \
1 k+ίj
0
1\
*/
It follows that -r-^-r cfQ=</0. Therefore by Lemma 9.4.1 {a'o, a\,
\a ol
an orthonormal basis of W(k+1)Φh((k— l)φh). If Λ=l, {β\, y'u 7'2, •
an orthonormal basis of Wφhm,1+kφh((k—l)Φh). Suppose that k^2. Put
{βo
 ~
Then
i = l , 2 , ,A- l ,
if ί = l , 2 , . .,A-2,
_^_(^_1) if ί = A - l .
is
is
122
Put
b'
Λ
 = det
k+1
2 .
1
 m
•
•
1
bi -
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•
•
• 1
•
Then we have
A-2
ί = l
k+1
2
1
(-l)2*"1det
-(¥)2 / V 2
and
1 0
1 0
k+1 k-1
/
h-\
1
1 0
1 0
k+1 k-1
2 2
1 . 1 0 \
•
 t
. . •  l —fiy
'V.-
K-x
2
k+1.
2 .
1
1
0
1 0
1 0
k+1 k-1
o -
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=
 (k-l\2h~3(k+2h-2)(k+2h-3)
V 2 / 2
It follows that —L-δΌ^βV Therefore by Lemma 9.4.1 {β'0,β\,βf2, •••,βJ\_u
l * o l
Ύ'IJΎ^ S Ύ V I } i s an orthonormal basis of W
Φh_1+kΦh((k—ί)φh). Since <δ,δ>
= ^ ^ — — ' for ^ > 1, we have the third assertion. Q.E.D.
2k+2h-3 ~
Put w=v_h®vh
k
. We denote by w
λ
 the ^-component °f w with respect to
the decomposition (9.4.1). Then we have
Lemma 9.4.6. (1) The case n=2:
(2) The case n=3:
(3) The case n=2h-l(h^3):
—3)
k(k+h-2)
(4) The case n=2h(h^2):
i ./ 2A-1 , ./ k(2h-ί)
*J -/V(^+1)(2^+2A-1)' lw**-i+***l - Ύ (
(k+2h-2) (2k+2h-1)'
Proof. It follows from Lemma 9.4.2 (resp. from Lemma 9.4.3) that
' lk(k+ί)/3(2)' V A ( 2 * - 1 ) ( 2 Λ + 1 ) 7 ( 2 ) ) ( r e s P [k+ϊ α(3>)
Ύ ( 3 ) >
 j ^ X ϊ δ ( 3 ) | ) ί s a n orthonormal basis of (C3®Vk) ((k— l)φi)
(resp. of (C4® F*) ((ft—l)φ2)) for ft^ 1. Therefore we have (1) and (2) easily.
(3) It follows from Lemma 9.4.4 that {a\,a'2, •••, α ' * - i , / ^ Ί , Ί ' ^ Ί Ί , " ,
•y'ft-i, δ'} (resp. {αΊ, α'2 ) —, α'A_!, /SΊ, β'2, —, β\_ly y\, γ2, —, γ\_u δ'}) is an
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orthonormal basis of (C«+1® Vk) ((k— l)φΛ), if k=ί(resp. if k^2). Therefore we
have by Lemma 9.4.4
A - l k
< > Σ
forh-\
if
3) for * ^ 1.
Therefore we have the assertion.
(4) We obtain the equalities in the same way as above. Q.E.D.
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